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Abstract: Hierarchical organic structures have gained vast attention in the past decade owing to their
great potential in chemical and medical applications in industries such as the food and pharmaceutical
industries. In this paper, the crystallization of L-glu hierarchical spheres using inorganic ions,
namely calcium, barium and strontium cations, is described. The anti-solvent precipitation method
is used for the spherical crystallization. The L-glu microspheres are characterized using various
techniques, including X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray photo-
electron microscopy (XPS) and polarized microscopy (POM). It is shown that without additives,
L-glu crystallizes as flower-like structures, very different from the hierarchical spheres crystallized
with the charged additives. Based on our results, we suggest a mechanism for the hierarchical
sphere formation based on the crystallization and self-assembly of L-glu in emulsion droplets using
charged additives.
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1. Introduction

Mesocrystals are fascinating crystal structures composed of numerous nano- or micro-
sized crystals arranged in a periodic manner [1–7]. They are formed by the self-assembly
and organization of very small crystals, as opposed to classical crystallization, which
proceeds via molecule-by-molecule crystal growth mechanisms. Mesocrystals were first
described about two decades ago by Colfen and Antionetti [7]. Since then, many researchers
have reported mesocrystal formation from various inorganic systems, including CaCo3,
BaSO4 and Fe2O3 [8–10]. The early research on mesocrystals was focused on inorganic
mesocrystals [11–13]. However, the formation of organic mesocrystals has also been re-
ported [14,15]. For example, Li et al. crystallized hierarchically ordered mesocrystals with
a peony-like flower morphology from diphenylalanine [16]. These superstructures were
used to construct an anti-wetting surface using fluoroalkylsilane. In another paper, Medina
and Mastai crystallized DL-alanine mesocrystals from water/alcohol supersaturated solu-
tions [17]. The DL-alanine structures displayed a needle-like hollow morphology, unlike
the needle-like morphology of DL-alanine crystallized from pure aqueous solutions.

Hierarchical organic structures, another class of materials formed by nonclassical
pathways, have gained vast attention in the past decade. These organic superstructures are
composed of nano- or micro-sized crystals self-assembled in a hierarchical manner. The
crystallizations of many organic superstructures have been reported [18–21].

One of the main methods used to synthesize hierarchical crystals is the anti-solvent
method [22–25]. Anti-solvent precipitation usually results in the crystallization of nano-
sized organic particles with controlled size and morphology. In this method, the material
to be crystallized is dissolved in a solvent which dissolves the material very well. Next, an
anti-solvent which dissolves the material poorly is added to the mixture. The addition of
the anti-solvent induces supersaturation, resulting in precipitation of the solute. Commonly
used liquids for the solvent and anti-solvent are water and organic solvents, including
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ethanol, acetone, and DMSO. The solvents used in the anti-solvent method must be miscible
with each other.

In several cases, the addition of the anti-solvent to the target compound solution
results in the formation of a quasi-emulsion of droplets of the target compound and
solvent surrounded by anti-solvent. Diffusion of the solvents into one another induces
supersaturation of the target compound. Crystallization of the target compound in the
solvent drops results in organic hierarchical spherical structures. In many cases, additives
are added to the target compound solution to stabilize the target compound self-assembly
in the quasi-emulsion drops.

Several research groups have used the anti-solvent precipitation method to crystallize
hierarchical organic structures. Colfen et al. crystallized hierarchical microspheres of DL-
glutamic acid using polyethylene amine (PEI) as an additive, using the polymer-induced
liquid precursor (PILP) process [20]. They were the first group to use an additive which
was oppositely charged to the crystallizing material in order to crystallize superstructures.
In a later article, our research group crystallized hierarchical microspheres of L-glu using
the additive L-arg, based on the opposite charge between the molecules of the crystallizing
material and additive, shown by Colfen et al. in their paper [21].

In this paper, the L-glu hierarchical superstructure crystallization using positively
charged inorganic ions as additives is described. The anti-solvent precipitation method is
used for the spherical crystallization. The L-glu superstructures are characterized using
several techniques, including X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
X-ray photo-electron microscopy (XPS) and polarized microscopy (POM). In addition,
the effect of the additive concentration on the superstructures is studied. It is shown
that without additives, L-glu crystallizes as flower-like structures (low density), very
different from the hierarchical spheres (high density) crystallized with the charged additives.
Based on our results, we suggest a mechanism for the hierarchical sphere formation based
on the crystallization and self-assembly of L-glutamic acid in emulsion droplets using
charged ions.

2. Materials and Methods

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA): L-glu (purity > 99%), sodium chloride
(purity > 99.5%), potassium chloride (purity > 99.5%), calcium chloride (purity > 99.5%),
barium chloride (purity > 99.5%), strontium chloride (purity > 99.5%), and ethanol
(reagent grade).

Aqueous solutions were prepared using double-distilled water (pH = 5.5).
Crystallization of L-glu in water–ethanol mixtures: 54 mM and 43 mM L-glu aqueous

solutions were prepared. For this purpose, 100 mg and 79 mg of L-glu were added to
12.5 mL of water. The solutions were heated (70 ◦C) and stirred until the L-glu was
completely dissolved. The solutions were left to cool to room temperature. A total of 4 mL
of the solutions were placed in 50 mL tubes and 4 ◦C ethanol was added up to the 40 mL
line. The tubes were capped and the solutions were shaken by hand and placed in the
refrigerator (4 ◦C) to crystallize (1 day). Filtration or decantation were used to separate the
crystals from solution and the crystals were measured by various techniques.

L-glu crystallization with various ions in water–ethanol mixtures:
L-glu (54 mM) was also crystallized with various ions (Ca2+—11 mM and 0.72 mM,

Ba2+—5.8 mM and 0.38 mM and Sr2+—7.6 mM and 0.5 mM) under similar conditions.
Characterization: Scanning electron microscope (SEM)—FEI instrument—Inspect S

model. Acceleration voltages = 15 kV, 30 kV. X-ray diffraction (XRD)—Bruker AXS D8
Advance diffractometer, Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å), 40 kV/40 mA, 2 theta = 10◦ to 70◦, step
size = 0.01◦, Time/Step = 0.5 s. Polarized optical microscopy (POM)—BX51-P Olympus mi-
croscope, U-AN360-3 polarizer. L-glu morphology calculations—Materials Studio program
and Mercury 3.9 software, CIF—ref code LGLUAC11, Cambridge crystallographic database.
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3. Results and Discussion

L-glu was crystallized with and without ion additives in order to study the effect of
ions on the L-glu crystallization. Figure 1A displays L-glu crystallized in a water–ethanol
mixture without additives. As is evident, L-glu crystallizes in very thin plates (ca. 20 µm in
length, 250 nm thickness) which together form a flower-like structure. Figure 1B,C show
images of L-glu crystallized using sodium and potassium cations, respectively. There is
no change in the morphology of L-glu crystallized with sodium ions and there is a small
morphological change for L-glu crystallized with potassium ions. The structure is still
flower-like. However, the plates making up the flowers are elongated compared to L-glu
plates crystallized without ions.
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy, pictures of L-glu crystallized without ions (A) and with
sodium ions (B) and potassium ions (C) in water–ethanol mixtures.

In addition to SEM measurements, X-ray diffraction measurements were also em-
ployed to study the crystal structure of the L-glu flower-like structures and see if there were
differences between them. Figure 2 displays X-ray diffraction spectra of L-glu crystallized
without ions and with Na+ and K+ ions. As can be seen, the same crystal structure is
shown in all the spectra. The crystal structure belongs to β-L-glu—a primitive unit cell
(space group P212121), a = 5.159, b = 17.30, c = 6.948, and α = β = γ = 90◦. Overall, the
X-ray diffraction spectra are very similar to one another. There are only very small changes
between them.
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Figure 3 displays SEM pictures of L-glu crystallized in the presence of barium, calcium,
and strontium cations. Figure 3A–D show images of L-glu using high (Figure 3A,B) and
low (Figure 3C,D) concentrations of Ba2+. Figure 3E–H show images of L-glu crystallized
using high (Figure 3E,F) and low (Figure 3G,H) concentrations of Sr2+. Figure 3I–L show
images of L-glu crystallized using high (Figure 3I,J) and low (Figure 3K,L) concentrations
of Ca2+. L-glu crystallized using high ion concentrations resulted in dense hierarchical
spheres composed of thin plates. L-glu crystallized using low ion concentrations resulted
in flower-like structures composed of thin plates. When compared to L-glu crystallized
without ions, it is evident that even the low ion concentrations have a strong impact on
the morphology of L-glutamic acid. The flowers crystallized in the presence of ions are
much more compact and ordered compared to those crystallized without ions. The high ion
concentrations have a very strong effect on the morphology and shape of the L-glu crystals.
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Figure 3. SEM images of L-glu spheres and sphere surfaces crystallized using high (A,B) and
low (C,D) concentrations of barium ions, L-glu spheres and sphere surfaces crystallized using
high (E,F) and low (G,H) concentrations of strontium ions and L-glu spheres and sphere surfaces
crystallized using high (I,J) and low (K,L) concentrations of calcium ions.

XRD spectra of L-glu crystallized without ions and with barium, strontium and
calcium ions are shown in Figure 4. It is evident that the same crystal structure is shown in
all spectra. The crystal structure belongs to β-L-glu.

Comparing the XRD spectra, it is evident that the addition of ions to the crystallization
of L-glu has a major impact on the (020) and (040) peaks. These peaks are markedly
reduced in the spectra of L-glu crystallized with ions compared to the L-glu spectrum. The
peak intensity reduction is identical for all ions, meaning that the barium, strontium and
calcium ions affect the L-glu in the same way. Materials Studio 4.4 software was used in
order to model the (020) L-glu plane—Figure 5. It is evident from Figure 5 that carboxylic
groups are found protruding from the plane. The carboxylic groups found at the plane add
insight to the reason for the reduction of the (020) and (040) peaks. Reduction of the peaks
can be caused by electrostatic interactions between the ions and the carboxylic groups.
Furthermore, there is also a reduction in the (151) and (160) peaks. In this case, carboxylic
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groups are partially exposed at the planes and therefore, the electrostatic interactions are
weaker. These findings are in line with previous studies by Colfen et al.
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In summary, based on these results, it is shown that bivalent ions have a major effect
on the L-glu crystallization in water–ethanol mixtures as opposed to monovalent ions,
which do not affect or have a very small effect on the crystallization.

The reason for this may be that during the crystallization and self-assembly of L-glu
in the quasi-emulsion droplets, the bivalent ions have a possibility of stabilizing two
negatively charge L-glutamic acid molecules, as opposed to the monovalent ions which
can stabilize one.

Since the calcium, barium and strontium ions have a very similar effect on the
L-glutamic acid spherical crystallization, the next measurements will only be taken in
regard to the L-glu spheres crystallized with calcium ions.

It is well known that L-glutamic acid forms complexes with various ions. As a result,
the free L-glutamic acid concentration decreases. In order to validate that the hierarchical
spherical crystallization is due to electrostatic interactions between the ions and glutamic
acid, and not a result of the change in concentration of the free L-glu concentration in the
solution, the following experiment was conducted.
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As mentioned, 54 mM L-glu crystallized with 11 mM Ca2+ ions result in hierarchical
spheres. According to Skibsted and Tang, the formation constant of the Ca-L-glu complex
equals 5.23 ± 0.17, 4.54 ± 0.05 or 5.75 ± 0.33, depending on the pH and ionic strength
of the solution [26]. Assuming that all of the calcium ions react with L-glu to form the
Ca-L-glu complex, the decrease in L-glu concentration is 11 mM. Therefore, a 43 mM
(54 mM—11 mM) L-glu solution of L-glu in H2O was crystallized without ions. A SEM
image of the 43 mM L-glu crystallized without ions appears in Figure 6. As can be seen, the
morphology of L-glu crystallized from 43 mM L-glu is very similar to the morphology of
L-glu crystallized from 54 mM L-glu and does not result in hierarchical spheres.
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In order to confirm the presence of the Ca2+ ion in the spherical L-glu structures, L-glu
spheres crystallized from 54 mM L-glutamic acid and 11 mM Ca2+ ions were measured by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Figure 7 displays XPS images of the hierarchical spheres.
As can be seen, the XPS spectra contain carbon C1s, nitrogen N1s and oxygen O1s peaks,
typical of L-glu a. In addition, the spectra also contain a calcium 2p peak, confirming the
presence of calcium in the L-glu spheres.

POM (polarized microscope) was used in order to study the internal structure of the
L-glu spheres. Figure 8 displays a POM image of L-glu spheres crystallized with Ca2+. As
can be seen, the microspheres show clear Maltese crosses when viewed by POM, which
suggest radial orientation of the L-glu crystals. L-glu spheres crystallized with barium and
strontium ions also show the Maltese crosses when viewed by POM.

As mentioned, the crystallization of L-glu with inorganic ions using the anti-precipitation
method (discussed in the introduction) results in hierarchical spheres, very different from
the flower-like structures achieved without the inorganic additives. The morphology and
shape of the spherical and flower-like structures were studied by SEM. In addition, the
XRD spectra of both structures and the Materials studio (020) crystal plane model show us
the interactions between the ions and L-glu crystals. The positively charged ions adhere to
the crystal planes which expose negatively charged carboxylic acids, causing a decrease in
the peaks in the XRD spectrum.

Based on our results, a mechanism for the L-glu hierarchical microsphere formation is
suggested and shown in Figure 9. At first, L-glu and the inorganic additive are dissolved
in water. Ethanol, the anti-solvent, is added to the aqueous mixture. A quasi-emulsion of
water droplets of L-glu and the inorganic additives in ethanol is then formed. The quasi-
emulsion forms because the affinity of solute and solvent is greater than the affinity of the
solvent and anti-solvent. Here, the solvent forms a bridge between the solute particles and
causes them to bind inside the solvent drops. At this point, the solvent and anti-solvent
diffuse into one another, and this leads to the supersaturation and rapid crystallization of
L-glu into nano- and microsized L-glu crystals inside the emulsion drops. L-glu crystallizes
inside the emulsion droplets, resulting in the formation of hierarchical spheres. The final
step of the mechanism involves the self-assembly, alignment and radial orientation of the
nano- and microsized L-glutamic acid crystals. The self-assembly of L-glu to hierarchical
spheres is aided by the electrostatic interactions between the L-glu and the inorganic ions.
When no additives are added, L-glu crystallizes in flower-like structures.
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the formation of L-glu hierarchical spheres using inorganic ion additives,
which are oppositely charged to the crystallizing material, is described. The method used
is a facile anti-solvent precipitation method. This work demonstrates that charged organic
molecules can be crystallized into hierarchical structures by using oppositely charged
inorganic additives. We are confident that the synthesis described in this paper can be
further extended to achieve hierarchical structures from many other organic materials. A
proposed mechanism of the formation of the hierarchical spheres is given. The proposed
mechanism is in line with nonclassical models for the nucleation and growth of hierarchical
structures. Finally, control over the hierarchical structure formation and crystallization
of organic crystals is of great importance for many chemical processes and applications
including pharmaceuticals, food additives, fertilizers, and natural materials.
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